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Tackling superbugs in their slime castles:
innovative approaches against antimicrobialresistant bioﬁlm infections
situation is the fact that bacteria form bioﬁlms, which protect
bacteria making them less susceptible to antibiotic treatments and
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attacks from the immune system2. Moreover, the overuse and
misuse of antibiotics is progressively rendering antibiotic therapy
ineffective, therefore, new antibacterial strategies against resistant
bacteria and bioﬁlms will be instrumental in improving patient
outcomes.
New antimicrobial approaches include (but are not limited to):
*

*

*

*

*

Trojan Horse approaches
multi-pronged strategies
metals
repurposing of drugs
phage therapy.

The rise of ‘superbugs’ like methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus threatens human health on a global scale.
Bacteria have established many ways to withstand antimicrobial treatments, evade the immune system and protect
them from external stressors. Current medical care
frequently fails to eradicate multi-drug resistant bacteria,
microbial bioﬁlms and small colony variants that can hide
from antibiotic treatments inside human cells, therefore,
drug discovery and drug development to improve healthcare is pivotal. In this article, novel antimicrobial strategies

Trojan Horse approaches
Trojan Horse approaches are treatments that mimic a speciﬁc
compound bacteria favour to take up. An example is the patented
combination of deferiprone (Def) and gallium-protoporphyrin
(GaPP). While Def is an iron chelator approved for the treatment
of thalassemia major, GaPP shows chemical similarity to haem
(Figure 1), thereby mimicking the preferred iron source of many
bacteria, including staphylococci3–5.

with extensive activity against multi-drug resistant staphy-

The underlying mechanism of this Trojan Horse approach lies in

lococci are described, including:

disrupting bacterial iron metabolism, which is typically unaffected

*

*

*

*

*

by antibiotics. Iron is vital for cellular processes, such as respiration,

Trojan Horse approaches
multi-pronged strategies
metals
repurposing of drugs
phage therapy.

DNA synthesis, energy generation, bioﬁlm formation and for the
protection against toxic radicals, for which higher iron levels are
needed than for vegetative growth6.

Preclinical validation conﬁrmed safety and efﬁcacy against

While bacteria can establish resistance to antibiotics, they still

bioﬁlms and small colony variants in vitro and in vivo. This

require iron for growth, survival and virulence6. Therefore, bacteria

was the foundation for the translation of two strategies into

possess multiple iron acquisition systems, including the iron-

phase I clinical trials using: (1) deferiprone and gallium-

regulated surface determinant system, to obtain iron or haem

protoporphyrin to disrupt bacterial iron metabolism; and

(i.e. iron protoporphyrin IX, the most abundant iron source in the

(2) colloidal silver nanoparticles as topical treatments for

human body) from the host5. Interfering with bacterial iron me-

staphylococcal bioﬁlm-related infections.

tabolism has the potential to improve the efﬁcacy of
antimicrobial therapy, even when bacteria established antibiotic
resistance.

Bugs and drugs
The rise of multidrug-resistant bacteria has large implications for

In vitro studies with multidrug-resistant Staphylococcus aureus

society, the economy and the environment on a global scale . While

conﬁrmed the efﬁcacy of the Def-GaPP treatment7–9. While mono-

antibiotic-resistance is on the rise, the drug discovery and drug

therapy with either Def or GaPP showed limited antibioﬁlm activity,

development pipeline has declined over decades. Complicating the

a consecutive treatment of both compounds exhibited synergistic
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Figure 1. Structural similarities between haem and gallium-protoporphyrin .

Figure 2. Graphical abstract based on Richter et al.5, created by Animate Your Science (www.animateyour.science).

effects7. Def induces iron starvation in bacteria causing upregula-

and vancomycin was potentiated against staphylococci, indicating

tion of iron transporter proteins that are utilised by GaPP. The haem

the potential to improve standard antibiotic therapy.

analogue GaPP is actively taken up into starved bacterial cells or

Furthermore, the Def-GaPP treatment showed activity against

penetrates through the bacterial cell wall6,10. GaPP occupies intra-

intracellular S. aureus SCVs in an infected cell culture model.

cellular iron/haem binding sites, but in contrast to haem, GaPP

Considering that most antibiotics fail to effectively eradicate intra-

cannot transfer electrons and fails to induce redox reactions,

cellular SCVs, this is of signiﬁcant interest for invasive, antibiotic-

thereby inhibiting respiration, ATP production and other essential

refractory infections, such as chronic implant infections and chron-

cellular pathways. This ultimately increases the production of toxic

ic wounds (manuscript in preparation).

radicals in bacteria which is lethal10,11.
In addition, animal studies in nematodes (Caenorhabditis elegans)
Pre-clinical studies conﬁrmed these effects in particular against
staphylococcal bioﬁlms, including highly resistant S. aureus small
colony variants (SCVs) and clinical isolates of methicillin-resistant
S. aureus7–9 (Figure 2). Interestingly, the combination of Def-GaPP
also showed in vitro activity against Pseudomonas aeruginosa
strains8. Moreover, in a bioﬁlm wound model that utilised an
artiﬁcial dermis made of collagen and hyaluronic acid, Def-GaPP

and sheep using Def-GaPP in a surgical wound healing gel
conﬁrmed in vivo safety and efﬁcacy9,13. The Def-GaPP gel
progressed into clinical phase I trials determining wound healing
and postoperative outcomes in chronic rhinosinusitis patients
(ACTRN12618000577213). These ﬁrst in human studies are about
to be completed and preliminary data indicate positive patient
outcomes (manuscript in preparation).

exhibited antibacterial effects even in the presence of human blood
and plasma8,9. When Def12 or Def-GaPP8,9 was combined with

A beneﬁt of the Def-GaPP gel used in the clinical trial is that the

antibiotics, the activity of ciproﬂoxacin, gentamicin, clindamycin

treatment is instilled in the sinuses, precisely at the infection site.
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This topical approach delivers high concentrations of the antimi-

antibiotics. A multi-pronged approach of different technologies

crobial compounds directly to the location where they are needed,

may bring the urgently needed help to ﬁght the emerging threat

thereby improving treatment efﬁcacy and drug delivery to bioﬁlms,

of multidrug-resistant bacteria encountered in clinical practice.

while reducing the risk of systemic effects. This is in particular

A plethora of novel antibioﬁlm strategies are available: the

important for bioﬁlm infections as bioﬁlms are known to require up

remaining challenge is to translate these ideas into pharmaceutical

to 1000-fold higher drug concentrations to be effectively treated2

products for utilisation in every day practice.

and oral drug delivery frequently fails to achieve these elevated
drug concentrations without inducing side effects. Def-GaPP has
potential to be used for a variety of topical applications, such as
chronic rhinosinusitis, chronic wounds or during implant surgery
either alone or as adjuvant therapy with antibiotics.

Metals
Metals can also exhibit antimicrobial properties: in particular, silver
has been known for positive health effects for centuries and found
its way into modern healthcare, e.g. as silver-containing wound care

In addition, the surgical gel that was used as a carrier of Def-GaPP,

products20. As a topical approach against staphylococcal bioﬁlms,

exhibits strong wound healing properties and aids the prevention

silver nanoparticles of different size and shape have been de-

of adhesions and scarring tissue, a major complication of surgical

scribed21. Spherical, cubic and star-shaped colloidal silver nano-

procedures14. Def by itself also adds wound healing properties15

particles were synthesised and characterised, determining safety

and preclinical validation is currently ongoing investigating Def-

and efﬁcacy against S. aureus, MRSA and P. aeruginosa bioﬁlms.

loaded gel for applications in laminectomy and abdominal surgery

Based on the absence of toxicity and elevated antibioﬁlm effects

(manuscripts in preparation).

of spherical silver nanoparticles in vitro and in vivo21, a clinical

A critical point for the utilisation of Def-GaPP as a new treatment for
infection control is the risk for resistance. On one hand the risk for
resistance is low because if bacteria down-regulate mechanisms to
limit the GaPP uptake, the uptake of iron and haem would be
decreased as well16, being counterproductive for bacterial survival.
On the other hand, bacteria could alter their nutrient preferences

phase I trial was carried out (ACTRN12616001558415). Spherical
silver nanoparticles were used as a rinse for chronic sinus infections
following sinus surgery. The study concluded that the colloidal
silver rinse was safe to use, showed elevated antibacterial properties
and similar improvement in symptoms and endoscopic scores as
culture-directed oral antibiotics22.

and switch to a lifestyle independent from haem acquisition,
becoming less susceptible to Def-GaPP. More studies are warranted

Repurposing of drugs

to understand the full potential of Def-GaPP to improve infection

Repurposing of drugs provides the opportunity to fast-track med-

control.

ical treatments. These compounds include drug candidates, abandoned drugs, approved drugs or withdrawn drugs that are re-used

Multi-pronged strategies
Quorum sensing is the cell-to-cell signalling in bioﬁlms that
enable bacteria to streamline their defences and coordinate
their gene expression in a cell density dependent way17. Quorum
sensing plays a vital role in bioﬁlm formation and resistance,
representing a suitable target for antimicrobial therapy. Literature
described quorum sensing inhibitors, such as hamamelitannin, to
increase the susceptibility of staphylococcal bioﬁlms to antibiotics
by disrupting the peptidoglycan synthesis and eDNA release18.

for an application for which they initially were not developed. This
reduces the costs and speeds up the R&D process from pre-clinical
validation to clinical trials and market approval, as the safety and
pharmacology proﬁle is already known and some administrative
approvals are already in place3. An example is the use of excipients
that are part of pharmaceutical formulations. While being part of
commercial products, excipients such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid can show antibacterial effects and added as an adjuvant
to the efﬁcacy of therapies with and without antibiotic
administration23.

Interestingly, these antibioﬁlm effects were potentiated when
hamamelitannin was combined with Def-GaPP19. Multi-pronged
strategies like this offer high potential to improve antimicrobial

Phage therapy

activity while reducing the risk for resistance. By combining drugs

Whilst phage therapy was developed in the early 20th century in

with different mechanisms of action, pathogens can be tackled

Eastern Europe, the discovery of penicillin and the golden age of

from multiple sides for a potentially higher treatment efﬁcacy.

antibiotic discovery in the 1950s and 1960s overshadowed the

Such approaches could break down the bioﬁlm matrix and

utilisation of phages24. However, with the rise of ‘superbugs’ the

effectively kill vulnerable bacteria, inhibit intercellular communi-

interest in phage therapy has awakened. Around the world phages

cation and destroy uncoordinated microbes, disperse bacteria and

have been revitalised and are being studied from in vitro experi-

control the residual as well as the released bacteria. In addition,

ments25 to clinical trials26. Successful patient outcomes increased

combination therapies could elevate the potency of conventional

the awareness of phage therapy as potential alternative or
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additional treatment to antibiotics26–29. Time will tell the promises
and pitfalls of innovations from this rapidly advancing ﬁeld.

Conclusion
New approaches not based on antibiotics have the potential to kill
bacteria, bioﬁlms and intracellular pathogens with a different mode
of action, independent of established resistance. Moreover, some
novel strategies make resistant bacteria susceptible again to antibiotics, maximising the efﬁcacy of existing standard of care. To keep
up with the pace of spreading antimicrobial resistance, the investment in R&D for innovative therapeutics and their rapid translation
into clinical trials will be instrumental. Multi-pronged and alternative treatments, such as Trojan Horse approaches, quorum sensing
inhibitors, metals and phage therapy, may hold promise to improve
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